
On the Optimization of a Class of Blackbox OptimizationAlgorithmsGang Wang, Erik Goodman, William PunchCase Center for Computer-Aided Engineering and Manufacturing, andDepartment of Computer ScienceMichigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824GARAGe/Case Center Technical Report 97-02-01AbstractBlackbox Optimization(BBO) algorithms are candi-date methods when knowledge of the problem istoo incomplete to allow development of an e�cientheuristic algorithm. Many BBOs have su�cient ex-ibility to allow them to adapt to the varying circum-stances they encounter. These exibilities includeuser-determined choices among alternative parame-ters, operations, and logic structures, and also thealgorithm-determined alternative paths chosen dur-ing the process of seeking a solution to a particularproblem. This paper presents a unifying frameworkfor using this exibility to tailor a BBO paradigmto the problem at hand, dynamically adjusting thealgorithm during the search. It demonstrates thisapproach applied to a genetic algorithm. The exper-imental results show the e�ectiveness and robustnessof the proposed approach.1 IntroductionAlgorithms called Black Box Optimization algo-rithms (\BBOs") are used to solve problems for whichdomain information is sparse. Although these BBOsare not guaranteed to �nd the global optimum, espe-cially for NP-complete problems, they are often a use-ful tool for discovering approximate solutions. Adap-tive sampling search methods, particularly evolution-ary computation, have recently become very popu-lar for such uses. They are loosely modeled on theprocess of evolution in the real world, but they areonly paradigms, which means that when given a spe-ci�c problem, one must �ll in a great many detailsto design and implement the algorithm. Quantita-tive analysis to discover these details is di�cult sim-ply because of the complexity of the algorithm space.Therefore, these choices can be a major obstacle toapplication of these methods to speci�c problems,

which requires \precisely" tuned parameters and al-gorithm structure. In the typical process of problemsolving, adjustment of the algorithms is often doneempirically, with limited guidance from theory, rulesof thumb, and prior experience. Therefore, the virtueof adaptability of a BBO algorithm is to some extento�set by the problem of optimally implementing andapplying the algorithm.This paper considers such issues in the contextof the problem solving process. Then an algorith-mic approach is proposed toward the optimization ofthis process. When applied to GAs, it constitutesa more uniform way to formalize the process of de-signing, implementing, and running an optimizationsystem using genetic algorithms. The experimentalresults show the e�ectiveness and robustness of thisapproach.2 Algorithm Flexibility2.1 External and Internal FlexibilityAlgorithm exibility has two aspects:� External exibility of the user-de�ned struc-ture of the algorithm and parameters, determin-ing the space of possible algorithms to be used.A speci�c search paradigm includes choices onecan make to address a speci�c problem. Forexample, with genetic algorithms, one needs tochoose representation, genetic operators, selec-tion method, and many control parameters (e.g.,probabilities of crossover and mutation). MostBlack Box Optimization algorithms exhibit thissort of exibility, giving one both the freedomand the responsibility to \tune" the algorithmto the problem at hand. This is called externalexibility.� Internal exibility of the logical structureof any particular algorithm to learn about the1



search space of the optimization problem to besolved. For example, in genetic algorithms, inter-nal exibility is realized by selection, crossover,and mutation operating on a set of chromosomes.Together, they must maintain a balance betweenthe diversity needed to allow productive searchand the focusing of search on promising regions.Because most BBOs, like a GA, can only make de-cisions based on the search history they remember,their internal exibility is often realized in a \short-sighted" manner.External exibility is typically controlled directlyby user. However, once set, it does not change dur-ing the run. One drawback is that once the algorithmis ready to run, it cannot take advantage of its ex-ternal exibility. However, in most cases, the userknows very little about the search space, so it is hardto guarantee that an initial algorithm design is goodenough to achieve the desired results. Furthermore,the \No Free Lunch" situation [2][3] illustrates thatdesign of a BBO is simply another optimization prob-lem. If this BBO process is complex enough, which istrue for most cases, its optimization will be anotherBBO problem.Some work has been done on self-adaptation ofGAs. For example, many adaptive strategies [4][5][6]which are able to adjust control parameters have beendeveloped. But these strategies were not designedto unify internal and external exibility. Other ap-proaches (for example, Grefenstette[7]) consider ex-ternal exibility explicitly, but view internal and ex-ternal exibility separately.2.2 Uni�cation of External andInternal FlexibilityThe illustration below shows that the internal and ex-ternal exibilities might not di�er radically, from thepoint of view of an algorithm's application in problemsolving. Suppose you are a manager of a company,and there is a job J to be accomplished. To you,any way to accomplish J is generally a solution. Todo this, you usually assign the job to people underyour supervision. In terms of solving the problem,each speci�c person to whom you assign the task maybe viewed as a particular solution to this problem.Suppose that employees A, B and C are available.Say employee B is assigned this job. Similarly, whatcomes to his mind is several ways to accomplish J .Again let's say he can accomplish it in ways a, b or c.The larger the number of ways, the more exibilityhe has in order to solve this problem. Let's say �nallyhe chooses a to accomplish this job. The speci�c wayhe chooses is a speci�c solution to this problem. It

is clear that there are two levels of solution which fo-cus on solving this problem: the manager level andthe employee level, and these two solutions, B : a,comprise the entire solution to job J .Similarly, if you have to write a computer programto solve an optimization problem, the solution to thisproblem is not only the output of the program: italso includes the process of program design, testing,running, and implementation of the solution. There-fore, the problem solving process can be divided intoseveral levels, and each level has its own choices to bemade. Adaptability constitutes the availability of al-ternatives and a decision process to make the choicesat any level.Therefore, external and internal exibility can beviewed from the same perspective, and treated withina uniform framework.In the following sections, we give a formal descrip-tion of an optimization process for a genetic algo-rithm or similar process; then we return to the pro-posed approach and discuss the relationship betweencontrol of the optimization process and optimal prob-lem solving by an algorithm. With this approach, ex-ternal exibilities can be processed in a way similarto the algorithmic way the internal exibilities areprocessed in GAs. Therefore, it o�ers an integratedframework for dealing with both aspects of adaptabil-ity in genetic algorithms.3 Toward Optimization of anAlgorithmic Problem SolvingProcessIn this section, we will cast a GA-based multilevel op-timization process into the form of a time-invariantstate model, and explore the optimization of the per-formance of that model.3.1 Algorithmic Problem Solving Pro-cessFollowing the state model notation in, for example,[8], we shall describe the behavior of a genetic al-gorithm for a single population as a time-invariantdiscrete-time system state model, as follows:X(T+1) = f(X(T ); U (T )); T 2 0; 1; � � � ;1; X(0) = X0(1)The state vector X = fx1; � � � ; xng 2 In character-izes the system at time T (which is the source of itsinternal exibility). For a GA, X is a vector com-posed of all individuals xi in the population at time(generation) T . The control vector U = fu1; � � � ; urgdenotes the parameters of the GA (which provide itsexternal exibility), which in this system may be dif-ferent at di�erent generations T . U (T ) represents a2



complete speci�cation of all parameters { for exam-ple, for the single-population simple GA paradigm,speci�cation of crossover operator type and rate, mu-tation operator type and rate, selection method and�tness scaling (if any), o�spring replacement strat-egy, etc.We shall de�ne the function q(xi) as the �tness (orobjective function to be optimized) of individual xiin population X(T ). Then we de�ne Q(X(T )) as themaximum �tness of any individual xi in X(T ). Wewill denote asX� any state which includes an optimalindividual x�.Note that if U (T ) is �xed at U (0), T � 0, then thesystem described by f is a �nite Markov chain, as de-scribed, for example, in [9][10], etc. However, for thesystems to be described here, with time-varying op-erators and parameters, the notation of state modelsis simpler.Rather than discussing attainment of a globaloptimum solution x�, we shall use functionG(U;Xi; Xf ; g; �) to denote the probability that sys-tem f reaches a state X such that Q(X) is within �of Q(Xf ) from initial state Xi, under the control ofU (T ), within g generations.For given constants g, � and optimal solution x�,we also de�ne a more compact notation, function F ,as follows:F (X;U ) = XXf3Q(Xf )=q(x�)Gf (U;X;Xf ; g; �) (2)That is, F (X;U ) means the probability that sys-tem f moves from state X to any state with per-formance Q within � of the optimum q(x�) within ggenerations under the control of U . F captures theidea of how promising the optimization process f isfor generating near-optimal solutions beginning froman arbitrary state X.Unfortunately, it is practically infeasible to deter-mine the forms of functions G and F for many com-plex black-box optimization approaches. It is there-fore useful to de�ne functions E which capture cer-tain properties of function F , for use in evaluationand comparision of multiple optimization processes.Ideally, we seek an E(X;U ) which has the followingproperty:For any X;U1; U2,F (X;U1) � F (X;U2)), (E(X;U1) � E(X;U2)(3)We can see how function E is approximated andtested in the system discussed below.

3.2 Measuring the Quality of Opti-mizationThe usual goal of a GA is to optimizeQ(X(T )) withina practical time limit. Given a system f and �xedcontrol U (T ), the quality of this optimization pro-cess (M1) can be evaluated in many ways. Of theexamples below, the �rst three are idealized, whilethe last two are more practical.� the average time required to produce an optimalsolution x�;� the average time required to produce a near-optimal solution within � of q(x�);� the average distance of the limit of the trajectoryQ(X(T )) from Q(X�);� the average time to produce a solution which re-curs in a large number of runs and is potentiallya global optimum solution;� the average time to produce a solution superiorto that produced by some other optimizationmethod.The goal for optimization of an algorithmic prob-lem solving process, at the higher level, is not to op-timize X(T ) for a �xed U (T ), but rather to optimizeU (T ) so as to minimize the measure M1.For example, the minimal time problem is given inthe following form:Given an initial population vector X(0) anda target best individual x�, the minimal timeproblem is to �nd an optimal control vectorU (T ) which changes the state X(T ) of the sys-tem f from X(0) to a state X�, which containsat least one target best individual x�, in min-imal time.In practice, we manually try a particular functionU (T ), test its performance by measure M1, adjustU (T ), and repeat until satis�ed. Therefore, we haveanother measure (M2) to evaluate the cost of thisprocess:� Given a system f , the minimal number of triesbefore measure M1 is satis�ed.Of course, di�erent approaches to optimization ofthis process have di�erent qualities. We discuss belowone which may help to minimize measure M2.3.3 Parallel Problem Solving FromSocietySuppose that NASA has a very important and com-plicated research project to be accomplished withinits research centers. NASA might decide to assign itto several selected centers, giving each the freedomto make its own project plans. Then, at speci�edintervals, NASA checks the progress of each center.3



When it believes that the approaches at some centersare more promising, it suggests that the centers mod-ify the poorer ones with lessons learned from morepromising ones to date, while putting more resourcesinto the promising ones.The example above provides some insights into thedesign of a meta-algorithmwhich manipulates the ex-ternal exibility of search algorithms, while simulta-neously solving the problem.3.4 Proposed Approach HLOGiven a dynamic system f , with de�ned measure Q ofthe quality of a state X, input vector U (T ), and mea-sure E which characterizes the probability that anystate will be transformed to one with Q(X) within �of q(x�) within time g, de�ne its Higher-Level Opti-mizer (HLO) as:1) Initialize m instances of system f with ran-domly generated input vectors Ui, governedby :Xi(T + 1) = fi(Xi(T ); Ui(T )), 1 � i � m.2) For each system fi run under its control Uifor a �xed period, calculate its performanceusing measure E.3) Select among the populations according totheir performance measurements E(Xi; Ui),then do recombination and mutation onpairs of Ui.4) Select some elements of the associated pairsof Xi(T ) for exchange;5) Continue steps 2) and 3) until a stoppingcriterion is met.Our goal in this approach is to improve, in an al-gorithmic fashion, one of the performance measuresin M1. Of course, the key to actually accomplish-ing this is the de�nition of the function E in such away as to improve F for the particular problem andperformance measure at hand. While it is clearlyNOT possible to accomplish this in general, it alsoappears clear that we can �nd examples of E whichare more useful than others for broad classes of sig-ni�cant problems.As we shall see in the following section, anotherinteresting property of this approach is its robustness{ that is, it not only tries to minimize measure M1,but also has a low value of M2.

4 DAGA2: Testing the HLOApproach On Genetic Algo-rithmsDAGA2 (Distributed Adaptive Level-two Genetic Al-gorithm) [11] is an instance of the HLO approach. InDAGA2, the search processes of multiple GAs withdi�erent controls are supervised and evaluated dy-namically. With higher-level selection and geneticoperators employed, each search process has a chanceto learn better controls from others, thus making itpossible for every optimization process improve itsqualityM1.In DAGA2, control of the optimization process in-volves the following factors:� selection operator type and corresponding pa-rameters.� crossover operator type and crossover probabil-ity.� mutation operator type and mutation probabil-ity.Briey, DAGA2 initializes multiple GAs with ran-domly generated controls, then operates its paral-lel subpopulations for a �xed number of generationsand evaluates the performance of each subpopula-tion using a \level-two" performance measure relatedto E. Then each level-two chromosome is, withsome probability, subjected to crossover and muta-tion. Crossover involves �tness-weighted selection ofa neighboring level-two chromosome. Migration oflevel-one chromosomes among neighboring subpop-ulations is performed at the same interval as thehigher-level operations, assuring the bene�ts of aparallel GA and the distribution of the gains madeby any level-one subpopulation among its neighbors.Then the subpopulations, with possibly di�erent in-dividuals and better (more �t according to the level-two �tness function) operators/rates, continue to run,and the process is repeated.According to how we choose to evaluate the perfor-mance of the GA through time, the function E for aGA process might be de�ned in several ways. Someelements which might be considered include:� best �tness of individuals in a GA� average �tness of individuals in a GA� number of �tness function evaluations� a diversity measure of a populationOf course, in general, considering some or all ofthese measures does not allow one to estimate ex-actly the probability that the algorithm will �nd theglobal optimum solution within a particular time-frame; however, for many practical problems, combi-nation of certain of these measures seem to be useful4



in guiding the selection operation of an HLO-basedGA scheme, as seen below.Excellent results from running DAGA2 on a varietyof common benchmark functions have been reportedelsewhere ([12]). Here we discuss its performance onsome simple functions selected to explicate particularquestions.4.1 Adaptability of DAGA2To demonstrate simply the capability of DAGA2 toevolve to a suitable GA design during the courseof solving an optimization problem, we run it on a\Counting Ones" problem, which assigns �tness asthe proportion of 1's on the chromosome. It is a veryeasy problem for a GA with appropriate parametersettings; However, some crucial parameters, such asPm and Pc, must be set appropriately by the user tocorrespond to the chromosome length.These experiments used chromosome length 900,population size 400. Before running DAGA2 on theproblem, we executed a Simple GA (SGA) withinDAGA2, for comparison, by �xing Pm, Pc, selection,crossover and mutation operators, and using only asingle population. Experiments 1 and 2 illustrate theresults of poor choices for these parameters and op-erators in an SGA.
Figure 1: best/gen in experiment 1Experiment 1 used tournament selection, uniformcrossover and bit-wise mutation, but the mutationrate, Pm, was set too high, at 0.02/bit, for a 900-bit chromosome. It is not surprising that the SGAprogress ceased at generation 60.
Figure 2: best/gen in experiment 2

Experiment 2 used roulette wheel selection, uni-form crossover and bit-wise mutation. This time,Pm was set appropriately, but selection pressure wastoo light; thus, although the SGA continued to makeprogress, it still had not found the optimal valuewithin 300 generations.
Figure 3: best/gen in experiment 3Experiment 3 illustrates the use of DAGA2. Forthis case, available selection methods were tourna-ment selection, roulette wheel selection, stochastic re-mainder sampling and stochastic universal sampling;available crossover methods were single-point, two-point and uniform crossover; mutation was bitwise.The ranges for Pc and Pm were [0.5, 1.0] and [0.001,0.01], respectively. In this case, the level-two �tnessfunction was de�ned very simply: the increase in av-erage �tness value in the subpopulation since the pre-vious level-two evaluation plus the average (raw) �t-ness value in the current subpopulation.

Figure 4: selection/gen in experiment 3In this experiment, DAGA2 typically found the op-timal individual at about generation 220. Other datafrom that experiment are given below. In all of the�gures following, selection/gen means the fraction ofsubpopulations (i.e., level-2 individuals) using eachmethod of selection, versus generation; crossover/genmeans fraction of subpopulations using each crossovermethod, versus generation. They show that DAGA2can �nd \suitable" parameter settings and operatorsby itself.In Figure 4, tournament selection soon dominatedother selection methods; while in Figure 5, severalcrossover operators competed; eventually, one-point5



Figure 5: crossover/gen in experiment 3crossover and uniform crossover were favored.
Figure 6: Avg. Pc/gen in experiment 3
Figure 7: Avg. Pm/gen in experiment 3In Figure 6, the average value of Pc among all sub-GAs wandered around 0.8; Figure 7 shows the obvi-ous trace of Pm evolution. The average of Pm amongall subGAs decreased from above 0.005 to around0.0015 (note that from the schema theorem [13],it is reasonable to assign Pm around 0.0015 if thechromosome length is 900). It should be emphasizedthat this evolution of upper-level control parametersoccurs without user intervention, except to set thesearch ranges initially. In our experience, DAGA2was very insensitive to those ranges, even workingreasonably well, for example, when they were set totheir extremes ([0., 1.]).While Figure 3 - Figure 7 represent a single run,the results of repeated runs with di�erent randomseeds closely resembled them, nearly duplicating theoperator usage percentage and probability histories.We have seen in experiment 3 that DAGA2 seems

Figure 8: Best/gen in experiment 4to exhibit some capability to evolve better controlparameters. Furthermore, the quality of the valuesfound by DAGA2 was tested as static settings foran SGA in experiment 4, using tournament selection,uniform crossover, Pm at 0.0015, and Pc at 0.8, whichwere evolved by DAGA2 in experiment 3. The resultis much better than those in experiments 1 and 2, andeven better than that of experiment 3, which is alsonot surprising. As we see in the de�nition of DAGA2,control parameters in the subGAs are initialized ran-domly in a given range, so the system always needssome time (generations) to \adjust" to optimal val-ues; thus, it is natural that DAGA2 doesn't behavebetter than an SGA with suitable parameter settings,especially for a su�ciently simple task that static val-ues for these settings are appropriate throughout theentire run. As we shall see in other experiments, onmore di�cult problems, for which it is harder to �ndgood parameter settings, or on which static parame-ter settings and genetic operator choices represent alimitation, DAGA2 performs rather well.4.2 Robustness of DAGA2 Perfor-manceHolland described a "Royal Road with potholes"problem at ICGA-93 ([14]), in which he challengedGA methods to complete the assembly of buildingblocks to level 3 (the penultimate level) of a level-4problem { i.e., to generate a chromosome with eitherthe �rst eight or last eight blocks set appropriately.He used a "Cohort GA" ([15]) to attain level 3 withhigh probability in 10,000 function evaluations. Hehas also explained why it is di�cult for a GA to attainthe �nal level of a Royal Road problem. However, weuse here the more di�cult, level-4 Royal Road simplybecause we wished to study the robustness of DAGA2on a problem which was di�cult, but in which wecould easily visualize the nature of the di�culty.Control of Level Two DAGA2 ProcessFor this experiment, DAGA2 was con�gured sothat each subpopulation had 8 (adjacent and diag-onal) neighbors. Among level-one subpopulations,DAGA2 used pm in the range [0.0, 0.002], tourna-6



Expt. Level2 Succ. Avg. Func.Params. Times Evaluations5 6x6x70 20/20 47297pc=[0.2,0.7]tr=5pci=0.076 as in exp. 5 exc. 14/20 36473pc=[0.1,0.6]7 as in exp. 5 exc. 14/20 34414pc=[0.0,1.0]8 as in exp. 5 exc. 18/20 43850pc=[0.1,0.8]9 as in exp. 5 exc. 15/20 52476tr=810 as in exp. 5 exc. 19/20 46871pci=0.05Table 1: Results of experiments 5-10, showing attain-ment of RR level 4 (successes) and average number offunction evaluations required, under various DAGA2level-2 control settings. 6x6x70 means a 6x6 squareof subpopulations, each 70 individuals.ment selection (tourneysize 2), one-point, two-pointand uniform crossover, bitwise mutation or multi-bitmutation ([16]), and o�spring replacing parents. Therange of level-1 crossover values, pc, is shown in Ta-ble 1, as are tr, the number of generations (level 1)between operations at level 2, and pci, the fractionof a level-1 subpopulation migrating (by copying) toeach of its neighbors at each interval tr. Probabil-ity of mutation of level-2 (control) parameters, pmc,was 0.3, and crossover probability among parameterstrings, pcc, was 0.8. All runs were terminated whenRoyal Road level 4 was attained or 60,000 functionevaluations were performed.Number of Level-Two SubpopulationsMost runs were done with 36 subpopulations of 70,because earlier experiments with 5x5 and 4x4 arrayswith the same total population size (approximately2,500 individuals) were much less robust in solvingthe Royal Road level 4 problem. This is not surpris-ing, both because the smaller number of subpopula-tions is less protective of diversity, even in an ordinaryparallel GA, and because doing more evaluations infewer subpopulations during each interval tr inhibitsthe rate at which DAGA2 can learn about good pa-rameter settings. That is, with 36 subpopulationsand tr=5, DAGA2 performed about 400 level-2 func-tion evaluations during a typical run; with fewer sub-populations, it had much less opportunity to learnabout good parameter settings.Level Two Fitness Functions

The one genuinely di�cult decision to makefor DAGA2 and any other multi-level evolutionaryscheme is the choice of the level-2 �tness function,which expresses what the level two processes arestriving to optimize. The goal is a function E whichvaries monotonically with F , as decribed above, soit can be used to judge which level-1 GA processeshave greater "promise" of attaining a near-optimalsolution. It is also among the most important issuesto study using a tool like DAGA2. Therefore, in thefollowing experiment, we used DAGA2 with a varietyof level-2 �tness functions (these investigations areongoing).1) Number of o�spring generated with higher�tness than both parents in last tr genera-tions2) (Fitness of best individual) / (number offunction evaluations in last tr generations)3) (Number of o�spring generated with higher�tness than both parents in last tr genera-tions) / (number of function evaluations inlast tr generations)Experiment 5 and all others in Table 1 show re-sults with �tness function (3). Experiment 5 wasalso run with �tness function (1), succeeding 4 of 20times, with an average of 57,674 function evaluationson successful runs. Fitness function (2) succeeded in19 of 20 runs, with an average of 36,459 evaluationson successful runs. The di�erence between 19 and20 successes may be due to chance, but the functionproducing 20/20 was used for other runs until fur-ther study shows that the superior number of functionevaluations of function (2) does not sacri�ce robust-ness. Measures which reward progress per functionevaluation seem likely to produce superior results formany problems when the number of allowable func-tion evaluations is capped, as it was at 60,000 forthese runs. We do not yet know whether the greater\exploitation" produced by this per-evaluation pres-sure increases or decreases the probability of successfor this and similar problems given much more gen-erous caps on evaluation numbers.Experiments on this �tness function really consti-tute optimization at level 3, which is not automatedin DAGA2 (but would be in DAGA3). We believe itis important to try to characterize how to de�ne anappropriate function for solving any particular classof problems in the HLO framework.Sensitivity to Level 2 ParametersExperiment 5 showed that DAGA2 could attainRoyal Road level four in 20 of 20 runs, in an averageof 47,297 function evaluations. DAGA2 is clearly notsolving the level 3 problem as e�ciently as Holland'sCohort GA, but that was not the goal of this e�ort;7



we also do not know how e�ciently Holland's Co-hort GA would solve the level 4 problem. The otherexperiments explored the sensitivity of DAGA2's per-formance to various of its level-2 parameter range set-tings.Experiments 6, 7 and 8 vs. 5 showed that reducingupper and lower limits (and therefore initial randomvalues) of pc had a negative e�ect. However, evenwith no limits on crossover percentage (experiment7), DAGA2 reached level 4 within 60,000 evaluationsin 14/20 runs, demonstrating its insensitivity to thisinput parameter, and its capacity to evolve a success-ful optimization algorithm.Experiment 9 changed tr to 8 generations, whichhad some impact on both success rate and numberof evaluations when successful, but success rate re-mained at 75%.Experiment 10 decreased pci from 0.07 to 0.05,which reduced the number of migrants to each sub-population from each of its 8 neighbors at intervals trfrom 4 to 3. As expected, the inuence on the resultswas very small.5 ConclusionsThis paper presents a view of function optimizationas a two-level optimization process: a lower level rep-resenting a black-box optimization paradigm, withits internal exibility for search of the problem space,plus a higher level algorithmwhich searches the spaceof external exibility of the black-box paradigm. Thissearch process occurs \on-line" { that is, within a rea-sonable number of total function evaluations for so-lution of the low-level optimization problem { ratherthan as an \o�-line" study in preparation for lower-level problem solution.While many questions remain to be explored, par-ticularly regarding choice of the level-two �tnessfunction appropriate for a given class of problems,DAGA2 appears to be successful in optimizing a par-ticular class of black-box optimization algorithms,GAs, in an integrated algorithmic fashion, to solvevarious interesting problems.References[1] R.S. Michalski, Theory and methodology of in-ductive learning. In Michalski, R.S., Carbonell,J.G., & Mitchell, T.M. (Eds), Machine learning:An arti�cial intelligence approach (pp. 323-348).Tioga Publishing, 1983.[2] D.H.Wolpert and W.G.Macready. No free lunchtheorems for search. Tech. Rep. No. SFI-TR-95-02-010, Santa Fe Institute, Santa Fe, NM, 1995.
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